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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This chapter analyzes cases in which programming was developed via e-learning
in informatics gifted classes in Korea. The gifted class, which aimed to improve
computational thinking and problem-solving ability, received the algorithm and
programming education and experienced the design and implementation process
of a programming project entitled “Interactive Movie Production through Scratch
Programming” through the creation of a learning group. The learners received
gifted education via e-learning systems, such as video lecturing, video conferencing, and smart phones. However, there was much difficulty in providing appropriate
feedback and scaffolding to resolve the trial-and-error issues experienced during the
programming learning process, which involved learning flow interruptions of the
learners, which in some cases caused them to give up on the learning process. To
overcome this difficulty, the selection of educational content appropriate for distance
learning was regarded as important, and algorithm learning utilizing puzzles was
proposed as an alternative. Puzzles can encompass learning content using texts and
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images while also providing feedback and scaffolding appropriate for learners via
suitable learning document compositions and descriptions of the problem solving
process while also evaluating the learner’s ability in detail.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
Traditionally, Korea has considered promoting gifted students as one of the most
important roles that a nation can fulfill, expending great effort to discover and
educate the gifted students who will lead the future society in a variety of areas. In
particular, gifted education has concentrated on mathematics, science, informatics
and inventions by focusing on the science and engineering sectors, which can affect
the advancement of state-of-the-art technologies and industries.

Terms and Definitions
‘Informatics education’ usually regarded as computing education in Korea. In the past,
‘computer education’ and ‘ICT education’ are used to mean computing education.
In the 2007-revised national curriculum, the name of the subject related ICT and
computer science changed to ‘informatics’, so informatics encompasses computer
education, ICT literacy education, and computer science education. Though, the
focus of informatics has changed to computer science now, informatics education
has a comprehensive meaning that includes education for all computing-related
contents. ‘Informatics gifted education’ also means the education for the gifted and
talented students in computer science.

Educational System for Gifted Students
The main parties that operate gifted education programs in Korea are the Offices
of Education in metropolitan areas and provinces around Korea and universities.
Gifted students are selected via a selection process and are assigned to gifted classes
operated by a school or are assigned to a regional collaborative gifted class operated
by affiliated schools in that region. Furthermore, these students can attend institutes
for gifted education operated by the local Offices of Education or other institutes
for gifted education operated by science high schools, schools for the gifted, or
education and science research institutes to take a high level of gifted education.
The gifted education courses operated by 25 universities around Korea are managed
by the Science Gifted Education Institution supported by the Korea Foundation for
the Advancement of Science & Creativity. There are also gifted education courses
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